VP OF BRAND AND CREATIVE

PLAY SHOWREEL

Graham McDonnell
A multi award-winning creative, speaker and lecturer with over eighteen years in the industry,
specialising in creating immersive, emotionally driven stories for brands across broadcast,
marketing and advertising. VP of Brand and Creative for TIME and founding member of the
international content studio for The New York Times.
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We only have one planet, and the way we treat it is irrevocably linked to everything and everyone on it.
With that principle at heart, Allbirds works toward a more promising future and a more fulfilling present.
Allbirds is a champion of sustainability and our environment, but consumers just see a sneaker brand, so
we needed to demonstrate and explain the values of the Allbirds brand to their target audience.

We created an eye-opening experience for our audience,
bringing the importance of environmental sustainability to
light using species of birds as a vehicle for that message.

To highlight Allbirds dedication to making a positive impact
on the world, we presented five unique species of bird and
brought them to life via a series of interactive CGI renders,
immersive soundscape and engaging narrative.

•

WINNER - Best Design, Native Advertising Awards

•

WINNER - Awwwards, Site of the Day

•

WINNER - FWA, Site of the Day

•

Average engaged time of 1:42 was almost
a full minute above the benchmark

•

Scroll rate (49%) was over 2x the benchmark

VISIT PROJECT

Millions of under-resourced students are lacking the connectivity, technology
and skills required for success in today’s digital economy. That’s why since
2012, Verizon have been working to help foster digital inclusion through a
transformative program called Verizon Innovative Learning.

In order to raise awareness to this initiative, we brought some of the brightest minds in education together for
a custom TimesTalk at Hudson Yards. At the centre of the experience was The Idea Vault, a huge interactive
dome lined with hundreds of lights, each representing a specific school Verizon has helped and each a
metaphor for the ideas and progress made possible by the initiative.

A surface hub at the centre of the vault gave visitors information about the program and its goals, as the
environment around them reacted in real-time. The experiential event was a huge success and has now been
commissioned to go on the road, in order to showcase the incredible message to visitors across the country.

WATCH CASE STUDY

Will A.I. ever be able to recognise and react to human emotions? This is the
question we explored with UBS, in order to mark the 100th anniversary of the
birth of Nobel laureate Herbert A. Simon. We wanted to find out if A.I. could
ever have a place within customer service and if so, how advanced will the
technology need to be in order for it to be accepted.

We told our story across multiple formats, including Q&As
with industry leaders, and an immersive film shot in Tokyo,
focused around Hiroshi Ishiguro; the inventor of the most
beautiful and intelligent android ever.

We also licensed the world’s most award-winning chatbot
engine to open the experience. Readers could converse with
the most advanced A.I. about anything they desired,
demonstrating the cutting edge of human > A.I. interfacing.

•

WINNER - OMMA, Best Content Marketing

•

WINNER - OMMA, Best Native Advertising

•

WINNER - The Drum, Most Innovative Use of Content

•

WINNER - Most Creative Native Ad Campaign, NAI

WATCH CASE STUDY

VISIT PROJECT

To coincide with the launch of the new Hennessy Imperial
Paradis Cognac, we created a series of four content pieces,
each featuring people who mirror Hennessy’s dedication to
precision and human craftsmanship.

The Moving Forward program spans multiple platforms
including cutting-edge Augmented Reality, engaging
CGI animation, location-based content delivery and
two immersive OOH installations, the program boasts
several first-of-its-kind executions, not only for The
New York Times but within the industry as a whole.

3 X ONLINE
I N T E RACT IVES

The Moving Forward
experience illuminates the incredible
transformation that transportation has moved
through, from a time before cars, to the future

AUGEMENTED

when new technologies and low-carbon fuels

REALITY

promise to displace fossil fuels.

•

38% above the benchmark
for mobile engagement time

OUT OF HOME
EXPERIENCES

•

1.13 Million page interactions

•

12,155 Augmented Reality interactions

CGI
A N I M AT I O N

WATCH CASE STUDY

VISIT PROJECT

TIME has been one of the world’s most prolific and iconic storytelling
platforms of the last century. After being acquired in 2018 by billionaire
Marc Benioff, the brand sought to reinvent itself for the modern age,
essentially becoming a 97-year-old startup overnight.

In an effort to modernise this iconic brand and to coincide with
their first ever digital subscription, TIME for Kids embarked on
a complete rebrand…

The rebrand included a full revision of the TIME for Kids identity, including
brand guidelines that governs everything from its print products, digital
collateral, newsletter suite and much more. The new launch was an incredible
success, racking up 63,000 subscribers in the first four months.

The early years of my career were spent honing skills across design, film and music, before

My role is simple: I use the power of creative storytelling to deliver brand messaging

finally settling in roles that allow me to use the experience from all of these fields to craft

to audiences in the most effective ways. These stories are specifically designed to

emotionally driven stories for brands and bring them to life in the most captivating formats.

cut through the noise and capture attention by offering genuine value, then
delivering on that promise with meaningful and authentic content. The results are

After over a decade of leading creative teams agency-side, I joined The New York Times to

innovative, award-winning campaigns that are not only emotionally compelling, but

help grow the international business of their brand studio. Within three years, the studio had

also deliver significant measurable results.

expanded across London, Paris and Hong Kong and doubled revenue year-on-year.
Over the past few years I have had the privilege of speaking alongside presidents,
I was asked to build on this success from our headquarters in New York by propelling the

world leaders and industry heavyweights at creative events across the world,

creative output of the 160-person team, helping to create the biggest, most successful

including Cannes Lions, Awwwards and Web Summit. I lecture for creative schools

brand studio in the world. I currently lead the creative team at TIME, which oversees all

in London, Paris and New York and also serve as a judge for The World Media Awards,

brand and advertising for both TIME and our extensive portfolio of advertising partners.

Native Advertising Awards and FWA.

Industry Event Appearances

Notable Clients

2019

• WebSummit, Lisbon

2018

•

FITC, Toronto

Louis Vuitton

Adidas

Bulgari

Nestle

2019

• Awwwards , New York

2017

•

WebExpo, Prague

Facebook

Rolex

Siemens

Thai Airways

2019

• Collision, Toronto

2017

•

Webit Festival, New Delhi

Phillips

Dior

Bosch

Hertz

2018

• KIKK Festival, Belgium

2016

•

Digiday Publishing Summit, Bologna

Huawei

HSBC

NHS

Dell

